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expand on their initial piece we are illustrating the ways that academic publishing can fully incorporate digital tools. Lucinda Matthews-Jones's recent contribution to our Digital Forum, for instance, noted that we are keen at the Journal of Victorian Culture to explore ways in which we can create a reciprocal relationship between the online site and the journal.
5 Academic publishing arguably needs to shift to enable fuller synergies between the print and the digital realm. The Journal of Victorian Culture Online responded quickly to Andersson's piece -more swiftly than the print journal could have done. It offered the journal and the authors of these online pieces the chance to engage with Andersson's ideas and arguments as the piece was initially read by the Victorian Studies community. By developing these responses for full publication, we hope to show how important these conversations are and that we need a variety of platforms to be able to stimulate the dialogue and the exchange of ideas that will enable Victorian Studies to thrive.
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